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WWelcomeelcome

“Journeys are made to explore and challenge oneself”. 

Every single person is on a journey throughout their life to discover and explore their path and make a mark on their 
odyssey. As you progress through this report, we hope you find the same joy and tranquility we experienced on our 
journey through India, and that you are inspired to join us in the future.

On 19th December 2018, 23 young Zoroastrians from the global diaspora met in Mumbai to begin their journey 
across India and discover the rich, extensive culture whose roots were sown in this very country by their ancestors. 
The 15-day journey, which came to an end on 2nd January 2019, is the fifth edition of the Return to Roots 
Programme, which took its first step in the year 2012 with a small group of young, passionate volunteers and the 
support of the Parzor Foundation. The inaugural trip was held in December 2013 to coincide with the World 
Zoroastrian Congress in Mumbai.
 
The success of Return to Roots is apparent not only in providing a transformational experience to its participants, but 
also in the fact that it has been received with overwhelming support by the community. We hope this report will give 
you a better idea of the program in detail, and how it has grown over the last five years.
 
Sincerely,

The Zoroastrian Return to Roots Team

AAboutbout

The Zoroastrian Return to Roots programme is a youth-initiated programme designed to strengthen the idea of the 
Zoroastrian community and identity among the youth of the world. The programme was born out of the increasing 
disconnect between Zoroastrians in the diaspora and their ancestral communities in Iran and India. The trip is a means 
of fostering community links and identity by taking small groups of youth to explore the religious, social and cultural 
heritage in India.

VVis ionis ion

R e t u R n  Z o R o A s t R i A n s  t o  t h e i R  R o o t s
• Visiting centers of the Zoroastrian religion and culture in Mumbai and Gujarat, and smaller communities in Delhi, 

Pune and other cities over the course of a 10-15 day trip to India.
• Combined visit of historical, cultural, religious and community sites.
• Meet with Zoroastrian academics, researchers and local guides.
• Discover ways in which one can be part of the larger Zoroastrian community.
 
R e c o n n e c t  Z o R o A s t R i A n s  t o  t h e i R  i d e n t i t y
• Bring together young Zoroastrians from across the world to recognize their shared commonalities and traditions.
• Participate in educational and community-service oriented activities, which reinforce and reinvigorate their 

community links and identity.
• Discover one’s own personal connection to Zoroastrian values and traditions.
 
R e V i V e  t h e  Z o R o A s t R i A n  c o m m u n i t y
• Help realize opportunities for the Zoroastrian Diaspora in India.
• Encourage Zoroastrians to take active roles in community development through Zoroastrian entrepreneurship.
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• Support and encourage local Zoroastrian enterprises.
• Take advantage of and contribute to Zoroastrian academia, music, art, oral traditions and business.
 

AAcknoWledgementscknoWledgements
 
Return to Roots would not have been able to make its 5th trip without the support of the countless people who have 
now become the backbone of the programme.  We would like to extend our gratitude to all our supporters, patrons, 
donors, and to the volunteers who have helped in building this programme. They are in no particular order….
 
Amongst our alumni, we would like to thank the wonderful volunteer team who helped put this trip together and 
without whom this trip would not be possible: Tanya Hoshi, Sheherazad Pavri, Cyrus Karanjia, Kayras Irani, Zubin 
Gheesta and Ruxshin Dinshaw who organized, accompanied and assisted the participants on this trip.

To Neville Shroff and his fellow trustees at the Incorporated Zoroastrian Charities of Hong Kong, Canton and Macao 
for their continued support over the years. 

To Dinshaw & Bachi Tamboly and Aspi Ambapardiwala of the World Zoroastrian Organization Trust Funds India for 
their continued support and for taking us to see the various sights in Navsari and the hinterland villages.

As the programme involves a great deal of traveling and making sure every participant is comfortable throughout the 
trip, we would like to extend our gratitude to our travel and logistics partner TBI; in particular Mrs. Hutokshi Marker, 
Mr. Kurush Charna, Mr. Homa Mistry and Ms. Amrutha Poojary. 

We are particularly indebted to Vada Dasturji Khurshed for aiding us in expediting the visas of many participants and 
ensuring they could reach India in time, and to Mehernaaz Shovir Irani, who put in a great deal of time and support in 
ensuring the visa process went smoothly.

Thanks to Mr. Bomi Patel from BB Travel Experts for making our travel arrangements for overseas participants, and for 
his his constant assistance to the team and participants.
 
Special thanks to Mr. Hoshang Jal for welcoming us to Cusrow Baug and helping make the beginning of our journey a 
memorable one.
 
To Mr. Sam Balsara and Mrs. Lara Balsara-Vajifdar of Madison World, for giving us their time and insight about the work 
and idea behind the Jiyo Parsi Campaign.
 
An RTR trip is incomplete without meeting Mr. Boman Kohinoor, the owner of Mumbai’s iconic Britannia restaurant, 
who loves sharing his love for the Queen of England over a scrumptious berry pulao.
 
As always, we are honoured by our friends and programme mentors Mr. Khojeste Mistree and Mrs. Firoza Punthakey 
Mistree for their hospitality and guidance, which assisted in building the structure of the programme since inception. 
Special thanks to Khojeste in particular, for the knowledge imparted to us during the visit to the Doongerwadi and a 
very engaging session at the Mistree residence explaining the intricacies of our religion.
 
To Mr. Yazdi Desai and his fellow Trustees of the Bombay Parsi Punchayet and Mr. Vistaspar Mehta, Manager of the 
Doongerwadi, for granting us permission to visit.
 
We are deeply grateful to the staff of Bombay House for the excellent curation of the TATA family history at the Tata 
Experience Centre (TXC).
 
Thank you to Mrs. Shernaz Acharia and her wonderful staff for a tour of the Ratan Tata Institute (RTI), a behind-the-
scenes look at the effort involved in making Parsi food and embroidery, and for letting the participants in on their 
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secret ingredients while allowing us to work in her kitchen.
 
To Ervad Dr. Ramiyar Karanjia for enlightening us during our visit to the Dadar Athornan Institute about the training 
of young priests.

To Rukshana Nanji, an outstanding scholar, who gave freely of her time, wisdom and learning, to enhance the Roots 
experience.
 
To Mr. Farrokh Jijina for an amazing open bus tour and guided walk of the heritage precinct of Mumbai city.
 
To Binaifer Sahukar and the Empowering Mobeds programme, for explaining the work they do towards an amazing 
cause.
 
To our dear friends and programme mentors, Jimmy and Delna Mistry and their family, who welcomed us into 
their home in Mumbai, treated us to the finest of Parsi hospitality while inspiring our participants to dream big, and 
generously hosted us at the Della Adventure Training Academy (D.A.T.A.) resort in Lonavala.

To Mr. Farokh Rustomji of the R. D. Sethna Trust for giving us a tour and a history lesson of the beautiful Esplanade 
House.
 
To Mr. Rayomand Banajee for allowing the participants to relax and interact with the people from the WZCC Youth 
Wing with a healthy go-karting competition at Ajmera IndiKarting in Mumbai.
 
To Mr. and Mrs. Petit for allowing us to tour the B.D. Petit Parsee General Hospital and see first-hand the impressive 
humanitarian work being done for the community within its green and gracious premises.

To Mr. Xerxes Dastur and the trustees of the Ripon Club for welcoming us on New Year’s Day for lunch.

To Parsi Gymkhana for allowing us to binge on dhansak while taking in their history and the importance they hold 
among the Parsis of Mumbai.

To Dr. Cyrus S. Poonawalla, Founder of the Serum Institute of India and Sarosh Bokdawalla for allowing us to visit the 
Serum Institute in Pune and for their tremendous hospitality.

To the staff of the Tata Central Archives for welcoming us and showing us around.

To Darius Dorabjee for the wonderful hospitality at his famous Pune establishment.

To Rati Forbes and the entire Forbes family for welcoming us to their beautiful home and hosting a fantastic event and 
lunch.

To Mabrin Nanavatti for his help with visas for our Pakistan participants.

To WZCC Youth Wing and Jehaan Kotwal, Umeed Kothavala, Shirin Wadia, and Armene Modi for sharing their time and 
wisdom with our group

To Mrs. Katy Antia and the Trustees of the Meherjirana Library in Navsari for welcoming us and hosting our visit.

To Behzad Suraliwala who’s help and logistical support make our visit to Navsari a memorable one always.

To Jamshed and Cyrus Dotivala, for the delightful (and now unmissable) tour of the Dotivala Bakery.

To Yazdi and Vera Karanjia and Mahrukh Chichgar of Surat for their hospitality and hosting the Return To Roots 
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Program since inception.

To Mr Neville Borzu of Ahura Restaurant for their fantastic hospitality and the tasty treats they give every year to all 
our participants.

To the staff and management of the WZO Sanatorium in Sanjan, as always, for the delicious lunch.

Homi Gandhi, the President of FEZANA provided us the time, space and support to ensure Roots was well 
understood and embedded within the FEZANA networks, and continues to be one of our most helpful supporters as 
we build Roots in North America in partnership with FEZANA.

To Rooky Fitter, who has so capably lent her support in the role FEZANA plays to assist the Roots programme in all 
its financial management in North America, our grateful thanks.

To Rukhsana Lawyer, our immense gratitude for all the hours she has cheerfully put in to support Roots from its 
inception, and to Suwapee Duanjam, for her kind assistance in this process.

To Homi Khushrokhan, Zarir Cama and Bapsy Dastur for their constant support and guidance over the years.

To Astad Clubwala and the Board Members of the Zoroastrian Association of Greater New York (ZAGNY) for their 
unstinted support since inception of the program.

To our amazing co-chairs Aban Marker-Kabraji and Dr. Shernaz Cama and Programme Director Arzan Sam Wadia our 
grateful thanks for the leadership, oversight, and coordination of the programme at all levels.

And finally, thank you to our donors (Annex 1), who have given so generously over the years to enable youth from 
every corner of the globe to share in our journey across India, forge lifelong bonds with their fellows, and take back 
the best parts of their experiences to share with their communities at home. 
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dd A yA y  1 :  m 1 :  m u m b A iu m b A i
 
RTR 5 kicked off on 19th December 2018 in Mumbai. 16 Fellows from across the diaspora participated. The 
participants hailed from the USA, Pakistan, India and Canada.
 
Cusrow BaugCusrow Baug
Every event needs a place to kick-off; RTR 5 officially began its journey at Cusrow Baug, where the fellows got to see 
first-hand a typical Zoroastrian colony, commonly known as a baug. The introductory session, conducted at the baug’s 
pavilion, was opened by Aban Marker Kabraji, Co-Chairperson of RTR and Arzan Sam Wadia, Programme Director, 
who briefed the fellows about the objectives of RTR and highlighted its key features. They were followed by this year’s 
alumni volunteers – Kayras Irani, Zubin Gheesta, Sheherazad Pavri, Tanya Hoshi and Cyrus Karanjia, who reminisced 

about their own experiences as RTR fellows, and 
elaborated on what they hoped the tour would 
mean for new fellows and their belief in the 
success of the programme.
 
Each fellow was asked to formally introduce 
themselves, talk briefly about their reasons for 
participating and touch upon what they hoped 
to gain from the Roots experience. Mr Homi 
Gandhi, President of FEZANA was also present at 
the ocassion. The session concluded with a short 
talk by Mr. Hoshang Jal, Secretary of the Cusrow 
Baug Sports and Welfare League, on the history of 
the baug, the benefits of community housing and 
how the system has evolved over the years.
 
Britannia restaurantBritannia restaurant
The tagline above Britannia’s iconic rooster 
emblem aptly reads, “There is no love greater 
than the love of eating.” As the Fellows were given 

their first taste of Irani cuisine, most could not help but agree with this slogan. While almost half the restaurant was 
filled with Bawajis chattering and sipping on their Pallonjee’s sodas, the chatter died down when Britannia’s famous 
berry pulao, chicken cutlets, salli marghi and Parsi custard came to the tables. Over lunch, Mr. Boman Kohinoor, the 

café’s elderly owner, regaled his patrons with his 
stories and anecdotes concerning his love for the 
Queen of England.
 
Madison worLd Madison worLd 
It's always good to see community members 
excelling in various fields. Sam Balsara and Lara 
Balsara Vajifdar, owners of Madison World, one 
of India’s leading advertising agencies, have been 
creating waves in the media and communications 
industry for years. The group was briefed about 
the Jiyo Parsi Campaign, now in its second phase. 
We were also briefed on how an advertising 
agency works and some of their CSR projects 
were showcased.
 
The evening was a light affair, with the participants 
taking in the night life of the city.
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dd A yA y  2 :  m 2 :  m u m b A iu m b A i
 
tour of the doongarwaditour of the doongarwadi
The second day began with a tour of the Doongarwadi (Towers of Silence) where the Fellows were introduced 
to renowned religious scholar Mr. Khojeste Mistree. Mr. Mistree briefed the fellows on the traditional method of 
Dokhmenashini, the reason it was adopted by Zoroastrians, and why it is the most ecological method of disposing 
of the deceased. He also talked about some of the challenges this method currently faces in India. A Q&A session 
followed, after which the fellows were taken on a guided tour of the premises. The serenity of the place combined 
with the green landscape was a perfect combination of nature and architecture, which stands true to the belief of our 
culture of not harming the Earth.
 
LaunCh of the Jiyo Parsi CaLendarLaunCh of the Jiyo Parsi CaLendar
After the meet and greet at Madison World on our first day, we were invited to the official press conference of the 
second phase of the Jiyo Parsi Campaign at the Ratan Tata Institute (RTI). A calendar was launched, which included 
quirky captions and had real Parsi couples as models. These made the campaign more relatable to people and helped 
them in understanding the different features of the campaign, with a focus on care for the elderly and setting up 
creches and daycares.  Later, the fellows broke for an informal lunch at the RTI café where they got a teaser of the 
next day’s lunch by raiding the savoury and dessert items.
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disCussion with KhoJeste Mistree at shanazeendisCussion with KhoJeste Mistree at shanazeen
After filling up on the scrumptious lunch from the RTI café, the group walked over to Mr. Khojeste Mistree’s 
house. He had prepared a presentation for the group to showcase Zoroastrian culture and history and elaborated 
on the symbols, artwork, scriptures and rituals of the religion, while addressing the Fellows’ queries on various 
misconceptions about the religion.

Visit to BoMBay house Visit to BoMBay house 
The entire day so far had been a learning experience; from Zoroastrian culture, history, symbols, artwork, scriptures, 
rituals, concepts of life and death as well as a community scheme to arrest a decline in the population, it was time to 
go to the industrial age where new inventions and technology were on the rise. The Tata group had been the pioneers 
in changing the industrial landscape of India. 

The group visited Bombay House - Headquarters of TATA & Sons - where the fellows visited the recently established 
Tata Experience Centre (TXC) in the building which beautifully showcased the rich heritage and archives, their history, 
social causes as well as the current and future offerings of the group through innovative and informative media. The 
centre reflects the journey of the group from its inception to date, through its strong leadership, vision and futuristic 
thinking. The endeavour behind this is to inspire and remind the young generation of the values and ethos with which 
the group was set up and has been functioning for the last 150 years. 

The participants were enthralled on seeing the 3D printed replica models of the awards, machinery received or made 
by the company as well as old artwork. They had perfectly utilised digital innovation and given a new meaning to a 
museum experience. Another unique feature of this place was the kennel, open to all stray dogs, which warmed our 
hearts.
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dd A yA y  3 :  m 3 :  m u m b A iu m b A i

Visit to dadar athornan instituteVisit to dadar athornan institute
The day started with breakfast, after which the group was taken to the Dadar Athornan Institute where the fellows 
had an opportunity to meet the Principal, Ervad Dr. Ramyar Karanjia. Dr Karanjia showed the group around the 
institute; the group got to see first-hand the training of young boys for the priesthood. The boys are given religious 
education while learning prayers and practising ceremonies along with secular education at the DPYA High School 
close by.  Our resident volunteer and priest, Ervad Sheherazad Pavri, reminisced on his time growing up studying at 
the institute and shared his adventures. It was a joy to see the sparkle in his eyes when he came across his teachers 
and his juniors. 

During the discussion, Mr. Karanjia explained the difference between an Ervad, Mobed and Dastur as well as the Navar 
and Martab qualifications and the rituals each one can perform. The group then broke up for an interactive question 
and answer round, which led to new opinions being shared   among the Fellows.
 
LunCh and tour of rtiLunCh and tour of rti
By this point, RTI (the Ratan Tata 
Institute) seemed like home away from 
home, and the cheerful aunties running 
the place greeted the group warmly. 
The delicious and homely lunch was 
enjoyed by all. After a quick history of 
the institute and its functioning, the 
Fellows were taken around the kitchens, 
where some volunteered to try their 
hand at making cakes, tarts, bhakras and 
dal ni poris. Thereafter, we moved to the 
textile section across the road, which 
trains women in sewing dresses and 
beautiful sarees and garas.

taLK with dr.  shernaz taLK with dr.  shernaz 
CaMaCaMa
Later in the evening, the group was 
visited by Dr. Shernaz Cama, the Co-
chair of the programme. Not just Milk 
and Sugar, a film by Divya Cowasji, was 
presented, after which various art forms 
which prevail in our culture like the 
Monajat (religious songs), embroidery 
and toran making were discussed.  As 
a researcher, Dr. Cama is always on 
the look-out for new ideas and works 
towards showcasing the best of the 
culture. She also shared her discoveries 
and highlighted upon how we are 
adapting and evolving as a community.  

The Fellows were briefed about the Jiyo 
Parsi Campaign and Ms. Kritika from 
the Parzor Foundation also presented 
the Hamari Dharohar Scheme by the 
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Indian Government’s Ministry 
of Minority Affairs, whose pilot 
project is about preserving 
Parsi architecture and culture in 
Navsari.
 
The group retired to an early 
dinner and a night of packing and 
relaxing as they had to depart for 
Pune early the next morning.
 
dd A yA y  4 :  P 4 :  P u n eu n e
 
Despite an early start, the 
Fellows welcomed the new day 
with a slice of birthday cake 
apiece, in celebration of Fellow 

Rohan Madon. They then headed to Pune by bus.
 
seruM institute of indiaseruM institute of india
The group’s first stop in Pune was the Serum Institute, established by Mr. Cyrus Poonawalla. Mr. Poonawalla has been 
awarded the “Vaccine Hero” award recently for the humanitarian work done by the institute in providing vaccines in 
developing countries. 

The Serum Institute of India Pvt. Ltd. is now the world's largest vaccine manufacturer, and produces a variety of 
vaccines including those for Polio, Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis, Hib, BCG, r-Hepatitis B, Measles, Mumps and Rubella. 
It is estimated that about 65% of the children in the world receive at least one vaccine manufactured by the Serum 
Institute. Vaccines manufactured by the Serum Institute are accredited by the World Health Organization, Geneva and 
are being used in around 170 countries across the globe in their national immunization programmes, saving millions of 
lives throughout the world. 

The group toured the entire facility and was given a brief explanation on the preparation of vaccines in a sterile 
environment. The highlight of the trip was a personal meeting with Dr. Poonawalla. The meeting was very inspiring to 
all the Fellows as it was the first time they were meeting a great Parsi entrepreneur. To learn about his achievements 
was inspiring for the participants, many who were unaware of the impact Parsis have had in science and more in India. 
Mr. Poonawalla hosted a lavish buffet lunch once the tour was over.
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tata CentraL arChiVestata CentraL arChiVes
Later on, the group visited the Tata Central Archives, where the curators shared the stories of the Tata group with 
the aid of movies, maps, and images; this is where the group got to learn more about the Tata family and how they 
ventured into different businesses. 
 
dinner at doraBJee’s restaurantdinner at doraBJee’s restaurant
At RTR, we aim to provide the best food experience while supporting local Zoroastrian businesses. No place could 
have been better for dinner in Pune than good old Dorabjee’s Restaurant, where food is still cooked in traditional 
wood and coal stoves; and one can feel the distinct taste of food slow-cooked to perfection.
 
dd A yA y  5 :  P 5 :  P u n eu n e  &  & 
ll o n A V A l Ao n A V A l A
 
asha Vahishta Prayer asha Vahishta Prayer 
haLLhaLL
The day started with a visit to 
the Asha Vahishta Prayer Hall, an 
unconsecrated prayer hall. The group 
witnessed an Iranian priest recite 
prayers, which was a novel experience 
for many.  A Machi was offered along 
with Tandorosti prayers and the 
melodious tone of the priest early 
in the morning really energized the 
entire group.
 
fireside Chat with wzCC fireside Chat with wzCC 
at th forBes residenCeat th forBes residenCe
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The group made its way to the Forbes residence where we were invited by Rati Forbes who had arranged an amazing 
fireside chat with WZCC Pune. The RTR Fellows got to meet prominent WZCC (World Zarathusti Chamber of 
Commerce) business and social entrepreneurs who discussed their ideas and experiences. The group got to hear their 
success stories first-hand and were encouraged to embrace entrepreneurship. The panel was a mix of seasoned and 
young entrepreneurs, Jehaan Kotwal, Umeed Kothavala, Shirin Wadia, and Armene Modi.  After lunch, the discussion 
was continued with members of the Forbes family speaking about their multigenerational family businesses and some 
of the challenges that come with the same. 
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deLLa adVenture training aCadeMy (d.a.t.a)deLLa adVenture training aCadeMy (d.a.t.a)
Late afternoon that day, the group headed to Lonavala for an adventurous evening at the Della Adventure Training 
Academy (D.A.T.A). The military-themed resort is the first of its kind, and is proudly owned by Mr Jimmy Mistry, best 
described as an avid designer, hotelier, adventurer and entrepreneur. The academy is designed to train civilians with the 
necessary self-preparation, survival skills and techniques needed to combat real life hostage situations and attacks, all 
with a luxury stay in the wilderness.

At D.A.T.A. one will experience heightened awareness, improved self-confidence, sharper instincts and a better 
understanding of the surroundings. The group was extremely excited to be dressed as cadets and participated in 
activities like zip-lining, wall-climbing, training for grenade bombing situations and much more. 

Visiting D.A.T.A. allowed the Fellows to see Parsi entrepreneurial spirit in full force. Jimmy Misty and his family and 
business have been supporters of RTR since inception and here in the natural environs of Lonavala, the Fellows got 
a break from connectivity and were able to bond and appreciate the fruition of the dreams of Jimmy Misty, who they 
would subsequently meet in person, later on the trip.
 
dd A yA y  6 :  s 6 :  s A n j A nA n j A n  &  n &  n A R g o lA R g o l

sanJansanJan
It was an early morning for the group, and a treat as they got to meet Dr. Rukshana Nanji, an eminent archeologist. 
Dr. Nanji has been working in and around Sanjan looking for remains from the time Zoroastrians landed in India. The 
group was educated about the Kisse-Sanjan and the stories and myths associated with Zoroastrian history.
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The group was thereafter led to the site of the first 
Dakhma (Tower of Silence) excavated in India. Dr. 
Nanji briefed the group about this being the oldest 
archaeological remains related to Zoroastrians on 
the Indian subcontinent and how it is currently 
under threat due to an upcoming dam. The group 
moved further to the Chalto Ambo or Walking 
Mango Tree. This is a botanical wonder, a field’s walk 
away from the Dakhma site. Believed to be planted 
by the first Parsis to land at Sanjan, it has “walked” 
several kilometres from its original location, not 
because of any supernatural powers, but because 
it lays down very low branches, one of which 
gradually takes root and grows while the main 
trunk dies out.
  
sanJan staMBhsanJan staMBh
The fellows retired to the beautiful WZO Sanjan 
Sanatorium for lunch. Before bidding adieu to 
Sanjan, the fellows visited the Sanjan Stambh, a 50-
foot column located beside the Sanatorium, which 
commemorates the arrival of the Parsis in India.
 
nargoLnargoL
The group then headed towards Nargol at the 
banks of the Varoli River to the point where 
the river meets the Arabian Sea, which was the 
approximate spot where the Zoroastrians from Iran 
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landed in Gujarat. RTR’s customary group photograph 
was captured at the spot where our ancestors had 
first landed using a drone camera in a Roman 5 (V) 
formation to commemorate the 5th edition of trip. To 
mark the historic moment, the Fellows enjoyed a boat 
ride across the river as well.

With the winter calling for an early sunset, and the 
group headed for Udvada. 
 
dd A yA y  7 :  u 7 :  u d V A d Ad V A d A

Iranshah Atash Behram and Zoroastrian Information 
Centre
The characteristic peace and serenity of Udvada always makes this quaint, sleepy village one of the main highlights of 
the tour. The group woke up by the seaside at the beautiful J.J. Dharamshala and enjoyed doodh puff, rava and akoori 
for breakfast. After food for the tummy, it was time for food for the soul. The Fellows walked to the Iranshah Atash 
Behram to pay their respects. After prayers, the group was given free time to explore the tiny hamlet and observe the 
local houses.  A few families were gracious enough to welcome the fellows on their verandahs to enjoy the swings on 
them. A few of them indulged in shopping, buying traditional bhakras, papads, scarves and other religious items after 
which they headed to the Zoroastrian Information Centre to learn about the history of Udvada. 
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After enjoying a bit of gully cricket with the kids on the street and some lip-smacking lunch, the group assembled 
themselves into two teams as Santa's little helpers and packed goodie bags for the children at the Surat orphanages 
and the patients of the Surat infirmaries and Parsi General Hospital. This truly was a lovely team building activity. The 
evening was spent relaxing at the beach and playing cricket.
 
The most beautiful highlight of every RTR trip is attending the Ushen Geh boi and Machi at Iranshah at midnight. For 
many Fellows, this was the most magical moment of the trip, as the only sources of light in the Atash Behram are the 
oil lamps and the Atash.

Feeling spiritually charged, the Fellows called it a day.
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dd A yA y  8 :  n 8 :  n A V s A R iA V s A R i
naVsari atash BehraMnaVsari atash BehraM
After bidding farewell to Udvada, the group 
headed to Navsari, where their first stop was 
the Bhagarsath Anjumanna Atash Behram. 
The fellows were met by a young priest, Ervad 
Farzan Antia, and Mr. Behazad Suralivala who 
briefed them on the history of the Atash 
Behram and also pointed out the miraculous 
etchings on the marble walls around the kebla 
which have appeared in the veined marble 
overtime and bear an uncanny resemblance 
to Dasturji Kookadaru and the First Dasturji 
Meherjirana.
 
MeherJirana LiBraryMeherJirana LiBrary
The group was then shown around the 
Meherjirana Library, which is the perfect 
place to visit if one wants to delve into old 
Zoroastrian manuscripts. The team at the 
library, along with support from Parzor and 
other institutions, is working diligently to 
preserve these manuscripts. The group was 
briefed on the preservation process and 
showed around the restoration room.
 
Vadi dar-e–MehrVadi dar-e–Mehr
The group was given a tour of the Vadi Dar-e- 
Mehr, where young Zoroastrian priests are 
trained and briefed on their training and the 
rituals performed before they are ordained as 
priests.
 
houses of sir JaMshedJee houses of sir JaMshedJee 
JeeJeeBhoy and JaMshedJi n. JeeJeeBhoy and JaMshedJi n. 
tatatata
The group also visited the ancestral homes of 
Jamshedjee Jeejeebhoy and Jamshedji N. Tata, 
both illustrious sons of Navsari. Both these 
houses have been converted to museums and 
the group had an amazing and informative time 
looking at their family trees and artifacts while 
imagining life in those times.
 
JaMshed BaugJaMshed Baug
During the evening the group visited the 
local shops for some souvenirs and religious 
memorabilia and then headed over to the hotel 
to get ready to attend a Navjote reception at 
Jamshed Baug. Such a celebration was a first 
for many of the Fellows; the group danced to 
Bollywood tunes and joined the family in their 
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joyous day with some Garba as well.
 
dd A yA y  9 :  n 9 :  n A V s A R iA V s A R i   A n dA n d  s s u R A tu R A t

wzo senior Citizens hoMe and wzo senior Citizens hoMe and 
infirMaryinfirMary
RTR received a warm reception at the WZO Senior 
Citizens’ Home, with a beautiful rangoli of the RTR 
logo at the entrance. The WZO Trust Fund, under the 
guidance of Mr. Dinshaw Tamboly, does a wonderful job 
in running this place. Our resident volunteer Kayras 
Irani was surprised when his sagan was done and he 
was wished luck for his upcoming marriage with Sanaya 
Master, a participant in RTR4. 

The participants were treated to some delicious 
breakfast and were allowed to interact with the 
residents, who were extremely happy to have some new 
company. A demonstration on Kusti and toran making 
was performed thereafter and Mr. Marzban Giara, one 
of the residents, shared the collection of books he had 
authored.
 
Following the Senior Citizens’ Home, the group was 
shown around the Navsari Infirmary. Here the group 
was briefed on the care being offered to patients from 
financially poor backgrounds and the challenges they 
face in providing the best medical care. All the fellows 
interacted with the residents of both the senior house 
and the infirmary. They talked and laughed with them, 
listened to their stories and brought a smile to their 
faces.
 
surat Boys’  and girLs’  orPhanagessurat Boys’  and girLs’  orPhanages
Upon reaching Surat in the evening, the group visited 
both the Boys’ and the Girls’ Orphanages. The group also 
met the Trustee of the Surat Parsi Panchayat, Mr. Yazdi 
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Karanjia, who briefed them on the condition of the orphanages, the circumstances of the children, and how they are 
generating funds to keep the orphanages going. The evening was filled with laughter, games and music as the fellows 
interacted with the children and distributed ice cream and goodie bags which they had prepared in Udvada. They 
played games with them, sang songs and the more enthusiastic Fellows even taught the children a few dance moves.
 
The visit to both the orphanages and the infirmary left a lasting impact on the Fellows as they saw, firsthand, the 

challenges faced in the upkeep of the facilities; many were 
moved with the spirit of the young children and resolved to 
go back to their communities and do something for them.

dinner at sasuMaadinner at sasuMaa
After enjoying Parsi food throughout the trip, the group finally 
indulged in some Gujarati thali at the Sasumaa restaurant. 
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dd A yA y  1 0 :  V 1 0 :  V i l l A g e si l l A g e s   o fo f  n n A V s A R iA V s A R i

The group met Mr. Dinshaw Tamboly and members of the WZO in the morning and departed to visit the Zoroastrians 
living around Vansada area. They were briefed about the humanitarian work being undertaken by the WZO to uplift 
the Zoroastrian families living in poverty by providing them interest-free loans to start their own small businesses 
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and generate income. Many of these families 
did not have proper houses until recently; 
now, with support from the WZO and other 
generous donors both in India and overseas, they 
have houses with running water, electricity and 
sanitation. 

The group visited a poultry farm, a brick kiln and 
a bakery all run and managed by Zoroastrians 
living in those areas. The group also visited the 
quaint little Dadgah and an abandoned Dakhma 
in Mahua. A fun activity was planned in which the 
Fellows helped in planting Sandalwood and Baval 
trees around the fields and also took part in 
making bricks and learning how to milk a cow.

The caves of Ajmalgarh were where the Iranshah 
fire was kept hidden for 14 years before being 
taken to Udvada. Accessible only by jeep, the 
hilltop has an important place in the community’s 
history. To commemorate this, a symbolic stumbh 
(column) has been erected at the summit. The 
Fellows visited this after lunch at one of the 
houses and were briefed on the entire route 
along which the Iranshah fire was transported 
from Sanjan before being finally enthroned at its 
current location. The Fellows were in awe of the 
strength and resolution of the priests who had 
undertaken this arduous journey for such a long 
period to preserve our faith in such treacherous 
terrains.

 
dd A yA y  1 1 :  s 1 1 :  s u R A tu R A t

A significant portion of the next day was devoted 
to visiting fire temples in Surat. It started with 
a visit to both the Kadmi and the Modi Atash 
Behrams, after which the group went to the Goti 
Adarian to offer prayers.
 
Visits to the atashBehraMs Visits to the atashBehraMs 
and the goti adarianand the goti adarian
We began our morning with visits to the two 
beautiful Atashbehrams in Surat. Within walking 
distance of each other, these are some of the 
oldest Atashbehrams in the world. We then 
continued to the Goti Adarian, a beautiful old 
building that has a storied past.

dotiwaLa BaKerydotiwaLa BaKery
After prayers, the group visited the famous 
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Dotiwala Bakery, where the Fellows got to see how 
the famous Parsi batasas are rolled and baked and 
also observed the workers decorating cakes and 
pastries. They also got to see both traditional brick 
kilns and modern ovens. All returned with bags of 
goodies from the bakery.
 
LunCh at the goLden dragon LunCh at the goLden dragon 
restaurantrestaurant
The group’s final stop in Surat was for lunch at the 
(Parsi-owned) Golden Dragon, where the Chinese 
food was a welcome change to what was, once 
again, becoming a Parsi food overload. After lunch 
the group enjoyed games of Mafia with some dance 
and music aboard the bus as it travelled back to 
Mumbai.

dinner at hoteL ahura dinner at hoteL ahura 
We embarked on the long bus journey back to Mum-
bai, with a pit stop for dinner at Hotel Ahura. Neville 
And Mitra Borzu, the owners of the wildly popular 
eatery on the Western Express Highway welcomed 
us with open arms. Fellows feasted on all kinds of 
Parsi dishes for dinner. They were sent away with 
small goodie bags courtesy of the owners. 

 
dd A yA y  1 2 :  m 1 2 :  m u m b A iu m b A i

oPen Bus tour and heritage oPen Bus tour and heritage 
waLKwaLK
After everyone gathered at the Cusrow Baug gate 
in the morning, we were joined by some local guests 
aboard the open double decker bus. The group 
got to meet RTR alumni Perzen Patel, popularly 
known as the Bawi Bride and Mr. Edul Daver, Global 
President of the WZCC.  This year, Mr. Farrokh Jijina 
showed us around the beautiful heritage precincts 
of Mumbai city and highlighted the contribution of 
our community in the development of the city. 

The first stop was the Bhika Behram Well, where 
the fellows all offered their prayers. They were 
briefed on the history of the well, its construction 
and the reason it is so revered. From the well, 
the group was given a walking tour of the Parsi 
statues in the vicinity and the contribution of each 
of these stalwarts to society. The Fellows saw the 
areas surrounding two of the four Atash Behrams 
in Mumbai, Crawford market, the JJ School of Art 
and Architecture, CST station, and the Bombay 
Municipality building. All these places highlight the 
contribution of Parsis to society and are a true 
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testament to their legacy.
 
JiMMy BoyJiMMy Boy
The group jumped back on the 
Parsi-food bandwagon again, visiting 
Jimmy Boy for lunch, and was 
treated to kid gosh, dhan dal and 
patio.
 
eMPowering MoBedseMPowering MoBeds
In the evening the group visited the 
Dadar Athornan Institute where 
they met the group working on 
the Empowering Mobeds initiative, 
a platform for Mobeds to learn 
and connect with each other and 
develop a better connect with the 
laity. This is a joint initiative of the 
WZO and Athornan Mandal which 
had over the past year held training 
programmes on leadership skills, 
mental health programmes, heritage 
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walks and utilising social media to build a good 
connect with community members while educating 
them and increasing footfalls in the fire temples.
 
The group got to hear the viewpoints of young and 
old Mobeds and also introduced themselves and 
shared their experiences of their local Anjumans and 
Trusts back home. 
 
Meet and greet with JiMMy Meet and greet with JiMMy 
Mistry at deLLa towerMistry at deLLa tower
After the interaction with the amazing group of the 
Empowering Mobeds programme, the group walked 
to the majestic Della Tower which stands out in 
the urban landscape due to its beautifully designed 
architecture inspired by Persepolis. The RTR group 
attended a Machi prayer ceremony hosted by Mr. 
Mistry and his family in their new Dadgah and then 
went upstairs, where he hosted the Fellows for 
evening tea. In a short talk, he encouraged the group 
to be passionate about what they do and stressed on 
the importance of giving back to the community.  

 
dd A yA y  1 3 :  m 1 3 :  m u m b A iu m b A i

esPLanade houseesPLanade house
Our day started with a visit to Esplanade House. 
This was once the residence of Jamsetji Tata. Major 
refurbishment work has been done to preserve it 
and it is now a UNESCO-certified heritage site. 
Mr. Farokh Rustomji of the RD Sethna Trust which 
currently owns this building gave us a quick history 
lesson about it and showed us around the offices 
housed in it. 
 

go-Kartinggo-Karting
The next fun activity planned for the group was Go-
Karting. Here, the Fellows were the ones behind the 
wheels for a change. Mr. Rayomand Banajee, who runs 
Ajmera IndiKarting and is a member of the WZCC 
Youth Mumbai, welcomed the Fellows and split them 
into two teams along with the WZCC youth for a 
race.. A healthy interaction followed amongst the 
youth.
 
new year’s eVe Partynew year’s eVe Party
After the exciting race, the group returned to their 
hotel to relax and get decked up for the New Year’s 
Eve Party at Godrej Baug, where they danced and 
dined into the night. For many of the participants, this 
was the largest congregation of Zoroastrians they had 
seen.
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dd A yA y  1 4 :  m 1 4 :  m u m b A iu m b A i

2019 was started by taking a tour of Mumbai’s Atash Behrams, followed by lunch at the Ripon Club.
 
riPon CLuBriPon CLuB
This iconic club, founded in 1884 and located in downtown Mumbai, was once a watering hole for lawyers, chartered 
accountants and erstwhile greats like Sir Pherozeshah Mehta. Today its membership is open to all Parsi Zoroastrians 
and is gender inclusive. The group assembled to have some lovely dhansak as their first meal of the year.

After lunch, some of the fellows relaxed on the typical Parsi lounge chairs, better known as easy chairs, which were 
particularly fascinating as many of them had never seen this peculiar piece of furniture before. Part of the group went 
for some quick shopping nearby while waiting for the next activity.
    
Jashan at sea Jashan at sea 
The Fellows boarded a boat at the Gateway of India and sailed across the bay before returning to the Gateway. The 
sea waves lashing against the boat combined with the melodious chanting of prayers from our two residents Mobeds 
- Ervad Sheherazad Pavri and Ervad Zerksis Bhandara – made this unique experience a memorable one for everyone 
present. As the night was free, the group finished their packing and went out for a last hurrah as it was their final night 
together in India.
 
 
dd A yA y  1 5 :  m 1 5 :  m u m b A iu m b A i

No one looks forward to the end of a trip like this one, and this year’s Fellows were no exception. As their time 
together in India came to an end, the Fellows reminisced on their shared experiences and ruminated on the fact that 
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all too soon, they would be heading back to their routine lives.
 
B.d.  Petit Parsi generaL hosPitaLB.d.  Petit Parsi generaL hosPitaL
The last day of the tour began with a visit to the Parsi General Hospital where the fellows distributed care packages 
to the elderly in the general ward and interacted with the patients. The CEO, Mr. Malik, gave a short presentation on 
the work carried out by the hospital, which has been providing affordable healthcare services to the community since 
the 1920s.

deBrief & ConCLusion of the triP at Parsi gyMKhanadeBrief & ConCLusion of the triP at Parsi gyMKhana
Lunch was at the famous Parsi Gymkhana. The group was shown around the premises and briefed about the club’s 
cricketing legacy and current laws. This was followed by a debrief session. Valuable feedback was provided by the 
participants, which shall be taken into consideration and incorporated into the planning for future trips. The group also 
discussed various other initiatives they can kick-start within their own communities back home. With an abundance of 
memories, the Fellows departed for the hotel and home after exchanging their final goodbyes.
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AAu R A S Hu R A S H Y YA z d g E R d i A nA z d g E R d i A n
 
Aurash Yazdgerdian, a B.Sc., DACC, CPA PEP candidate and an accountant by 
profession, grew up in beautiful British Columbia. He serves as Secretary for The 
Zoroastrian Society of British Columbia (ZSBC). 

Bonding with the diverse group of Zoroastrians from different geographical and 
cultural regimes on this trip showed Aurash that unity in Zoroastrianism is key and 
very much plausible.

AA fter this trip, I feel more motivated in making fter this trip, I feel more motivated in making 
efforts to show the similarities amongst all efforts to show the similarities amongst all 
Zoroastrians from all parts of the world. I will Zoroastrians from all parts of the world. I will 

focus on bringing unity to whatever extent I can amongst focus on bringing unity to whatever extent I can amongst 
all Zoroastrians.all Zoroastrians.

KKH u S H n u m AH u S H n u m A d dR i v E RR i v E R
Khushnuma is from Miami, Florida. She is a guidance counselor and therapist by 
profession.

WW hile on RTR, I realized there is so much yet to be hile on RTR, I realized there is so much yet to be 
learned. I have only starting putting a dent into learned. I have only starting putting a dent into 
learning about the intricacies of our community. learning about the intricacies of our community. 

One of the biggest takeaways has been connecting with One of the biggest takeaways has been connecting with 
youth on a much smaller scale. A small group setting like youth on a much smaller scale. A small group setting like 
this really allowed me to get to know people versus a big this really allowed me to get to know people versus a big 
congress setting. With that being said, I think the largest congress setting. With that being said, I think the largest 
impact has been connections, either with people or with impact has been connections, either with people or with 
the community and that is truly an invaluable experience.the community and that is truly an invaluable experience.

zzE R K x i SE R K x i S  z z A R R i RA R R i R  B BH A n d A R AH A n d A R A
Zerkxis Bhandara is from Irvine, California. Recently, he graduated with a Bachelor's 
degree in Religious Studies from the University of California, Santa Barbara. In his 
local Zoroastrian community, ZAC, he has been serving as a priest alongside his 
father for the last 12 years.

II t was amazing to see the immense religiosity and t was amazing to see the immense religiosity and 
respect for traditions this group had. What stood respect for traditions this group had. What stood 
out to me was a community that still is alive and well, out to me was a community that still is alive and well, 

small but doing okay.small but doing okay.
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JJA m S H E dA m S H E d B BH Ag WAg A RH Ag WAg A R

Jamshed is from Baroda, India and is currently working with Government of 
Gujarat. He has organised various workshops and certificate programmes for Youth 
Ambassadors and Smart Sarpanch Summits for village leaders, along with government 
schemes for rural India.

II t’s impossible to put into words how amazing this trip t’s impossible to put into words how amazing this trip 
has been. You just have to experience it for yourself has been. You just have to experience it for yourself 
like I did.like I did.

zzu B i nu B i n P PAT E LAT E L

Zubin is from Karachi, Pakistan and is currently completing his undergraduate studies 
in Software Engineering. He is also a freelancer in web developing.

RR TR has helped me understand the religion and the TR has helped me understand the religion and the 
culture and to follow it in the right way. The trip culture and to follow it in the right way. The trip 
cleared some unanswered questions which wasn't cleared some unanswered questions which wasn't 

possible back in Pakistan. This trip has allowed me to meet possible back in Pakistan. This trip has allowed me to meet 
some amazing new friends and make a lot of new memories.some amazing new friends and make a lot of new memories.

SSH A H Y A nH A H Y A n B BH A Ru c H AH A Ru c H A

Shahyan is from Karachi, Pakistan and an electronic engineer. He is currently working 
as an E&I Engineer at the Pepsi factory.

RR TR is a complete package showing the religious as TR is a complete package showing the religious as 
well as the cultural aspect of Zoroastrianism in well as the cultural aspect of Zoroastrianism in 
India. The trip was an eye opener because before the India. The trip was an eye opener because before the 

trip I was connected to the religion only within Karachi, trip I was connected to the religion only within Karachi, 
but I found out there are various aspects of the religion but I found out there are various aspects of the religion 
I was unaware of and the trip led me to discover it. I have I was unaware of and the trip led me to discover it. I have 
also absorbed a sense of entrepreneurship and community also absorbed a sense of entrepreneurship and community 
spirit after interacting with several Parsi entrepreneurs spirit after interacting with several Parsi entrepreneurs 
which I would I like to propagate.which I would I like to propagate.
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nnE R i S S AE R i S S A  m mAvA LvA L AAvA LvA L A

Nerissa hails from Karachi, Pakistan and currently resides in Toronto, Canada. After 
completing her business degree from the Institute of Business Administration, she 
joined Unilever as an HR professional. On a personal note, she is an avid traveler and 
a sports enthusiast with a passion for community service.

TT he RTR trip was an experience of a lifetime. All he RTR trip was an experience of a lifetime. All 
throughout the trip there was extensive learning throughout the trip there was extensive learning 
about our faith coupled with lots of fun. It was a about our faith coupled with lots of fun. It was a 

great way to give back to the community and create a real great way to give back to the community and create a real 
impact in the lives of many. We were also introduced to impact in the lives of many. We were also introduced to 
an amazing network of community leaders, participants an amazing network of community leaders, participants 
and wider members of the community at large. Visiting and wider members of the community at large. Visiting 
all the Agiaries and Atash Behrams was a truly spiritual experience, and all the Agiaries and Atash Behrams was a truly spiritual experience, and 
helped us develop a stronger and deeper connection with our faith. This trip helped us develop a stronger and deeper connection with our faith. This trip 
made me realize that there is a need for the youth to volunteer and support made me realize that there is a need for the youth to volunteer and support 
the different associations to keep the community united. I will treasure the different associations to keep the community united. I will treasure 
very fond memories of this trip. All in all, I felt proud to be a Zoroastrian, very fond memories of this trip. All in all, I felt proud to be a Zoroastrian, 
knowing that I belong to such a wonderful community.knowing that I belong to such a wonderful community.

nnATA S H AATA S H A B BH A Ru c H AH A Ru c H A

Natasha is from Karachi, Pakistan. She is a law graduate, currently working in-house in 
the legal department of a manufacturing company.

AA fter coming on the Return to Roots trip, I have fter coming on the Return to Roots trip, I have 
gained so much knowledge and information gained so much knowledge and information 
about our culture and heritage, our customs and about our culture and heritage, our customs and 

traditions. For a person who is an introvert by nature, traditions. For a person who is an introvert by nature, 
the RTR trip made me step out of my comfort zone to the RTR trip made me step out of my comfort zone to 
interact with new people who, although they were fellow interact with new people who, although they were fellow 
Zoroastrians, were strangers in essence. Not only did it Zoroastrians, were strangers in essence. Not only did it 
give me the opportunity to connect with fellow Pakistanis give me the opportunity to connect with fellow Pakistanis 
but with a variety of Zoroastrians from all around the but with a variety of Zoroastrians from all around the 

world. The trip was overall an amazing and fun experience and I feel I have world. The trip was overall an amazing and fun experience and I feel I have 
grown as a person in more than one way. The RTR trip has fostered a sense grown as a person in more than one way. The RTR trip has fostered a sense 
of community identity in me. Now back from the trip, I am enthusiastic of community identity in me. Now back from the trip, I am enthusiastic 
about playing a part in the activities of my local Zoroastrian community and about playing a part in the activities of my local Zoroastrian community and 
helping out in some way to give back to the community in any little way that helping out in some way to give back to the community in any little way that 
I can.I can.
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mmE H R z A A dE H R z A A d d dR i v E RR i v E R
Meherzaad is from San Francisco, California. He is currently working in Advertising at 
Google. 

TT he RTR trip was a great opportunity for me to he RTR trip was a great opportunity for me to 
learn more about myself, my religion and my learn more about myself, my religion and my 
people. I left feeling much more connected to my people. I left feeling much more connected to my 

culture, and with a greater sense of pride in myself and culture, and with a greater sense of pride in myself and 
my identity. This makes me feel more pride and happiness in my identity. This makes me feel more pride and happiness in 
my identity as a Parsi in America and drives me to connect my identity as a Parsi in America and drives me to connect 
more with the community going forward.more with the community going forward.

FFi O n Ai O n A n nO S H i RWA n iO S H i RWA n i
Fiona is from Karachi, Pakistan and completed her Bachelors in Management & 
Psychology from Monash University in Malaysia. She is currently working in HR and 
Organisational Development at a Real Estate Management company in Karachi.

BB efore RTR I did not have a very clear efore RTR I did not have a very clear 
understanding about my religion and was not very understanding about my religion and was not very 
connected to my community. I followed customs connected to my community. I followed customs 

and traditions because I was asked to and did not have a and traditions because I was asked to and did not have a 
very clear understanding about why I followed them and very clear understanding about why I followed them and 
what was the reason behind them. This programme did not what was the reason behind them. This programme did not 
focus only on the religious aspect, but also introduced focus only on the religious aspect, but also introduced 
me to the rich culture and history of my community, me to the rich culture and history of my community, 

which made me feel more connected to my community and helped me create a which made me feel more connected to my community and helped me create a 
sense of identity. It also made me more aware of certain customs and rituals sense of identity. It also made me more aware of certain customs and rituals 
and why they were followed. Overall this trip not only made me feel more and why they were followed. Overall this trip not only made me feel more 
spiritually connected to my religion but also made me realize that I should spiritually connected to my religion but also made me realize that I should 
be more involved within my community and play a part in preserving its rich be more involved within my community and play a part in preserving its rich 
culture.culture.

ddRR.  R.  RA S H n AA S H n A n nAO z E RAO z E R v vi R J ii R J i
Rashna is from Karachi Pakistan and is currently a part time teacher at a medical 
university and full time doctor in training at a local hospital. 

TT his trip deconstructed a lot of concepts I his trip deconstructed a lot of concepts I 
originally had and pieced them together again in originally had and pieced them together again in 
a different way, reconstructing a more wholesome a different way, reconstructing a more wholesome 

idea of our religion and heritage. It was great to know idea of our religion and heritage. It was great to know 
that our community is looked upon so fondly worldwide that our community is looked upon so fondly worldwide 
and the impact our people have made, especially in India. and the impact our people have made, especially in India. 
RTR is a religious, spiritual, cultural, fun filled, taste-RTR is a religious, spiritual, cultural, fun filled, taste-
bud-stimulating, exhausting boot camp, and because bud-stimulating, exhausting boot camp, and because 
it's all of these things I'd recommend it as a once in a it's all of these things I'd recommend it as a once in a 
lifetime trip for every young Zoroastrian.lifetime trip for every young Zoroastrian.
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FFA R z A dA R z A d i iR A n iR A n i
Farzad is from New York and is a Physical Therapist specializing in Orthopaedics.

MM y mind has been expanded spiritually, culturally y mind has been expanded spiritually, culturally 
and educationally. I have truly become a better and educationally. I have truly become a better 
person and will spread this to as many people as I person and will spread this to as many people as I 

can.can.

ddi L S H A di L S H A d m mO n d E g A R i A nO n d E g A R i A n  
Dilshad was born and raised in Karachi, Pakistan and immigrated to Canada at the 
age of nine. She completed her undergraduate studies in environmental engineering 
at the University of Waterloo and has since been working at an environmental 
consulting firm called GHD. 

MM y understanding of our religion and community y understanding of our religion and community 
was quite limited before I came for RTR. I was quite limited before I came for RTR. I 
stopped wearing my sudreh and kusti shortly stopped wearing my sudreh and kusti shortly 

after my Navjote. I convinced myself that it didn't make after my Navjote. I convinced myself that it didn't make 
me a bad Zoroastrian because I didn't pray or do my me a bad Zoroastrian because I didn't pray or do my 
sudreh kusti. However, after being on this trip, I realized sudreh kusti. However, after being on this trip, I realized 
that these customs are important, not just for the that these customs are important, not just for the 

survival of the religion but for the betterment of oneself.survival of the religion but for the betterment of oneself.

AAvAvA d dA m R iA m R i

Ava’s formative years were spent in Florida, USA (where she was born), Mumbai, 
India (where she learned to speak Gujarati), Auckland, New Zealand (where her 
family contributed to the founding of ZANZ), and Texas, USA (where she completed 
her education and began her career). She currently lives in the suburbs of Dallas-
Fort Worth, TX and works as a Human Capital consultant with Deloitte. Ava is 
motivated by social justice and volunteers her time advocating for voting rights in 
her community. She is a recent MBA graduate from the Ross School of Business at 
the University of Michigan and holds bachelors and masters degrees from the Lyle 
School of Engineering at Southern Methodist University.

ZZ oroastrians of the diaspora are usually taught oroastrians of the diaspora are usually taught 
the history and culture of whatever country they the history and culture of whatever country they 
live in but miss out on learning about themselves. What I gained from live in but miss out on learning about themselves. What I gained from 

this trip was an appreciation for our rich cultural heritage, and I made this trip was an appreciation for our rich cultural heritage, and I made 
some new friends from all over the world. I did not realize how much our some new friends from all over the world. I did not realize how much our 
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ancestors contributed to India’s history, culture and economic development. ancestors contributed to India’s history, culture and economic development. 
I feel a stronger bond to our community now - culturally, historically and I feel a stronger bond to our community now - culturally, historically and 
religiously. I am now more interested in learning about our religious rituals religiously. I am now more interested in learning about our religious rituals 
and learning the meanings of some of our prayers.and learning the meanings of some of our prayers.

KKA R LA R L R RAg H i n AAg H i n A
Karl is an Engineer at a Biotechnology company in San Diego, California, USA. 

RR TR has entirely reshaped my view on Zoroastrianism TR has entirely reshaped my view on Zoroastrianism 
and the religion. Much of what we are taught as and the religion. Much of what we are taught as 
kids is completely wrong.kids is completely wrong.

RRO H A nO H A n m mA d O nA d O n
Rohan lives in Carlsbad, California, where he is currently a communications student at 
CSU San Marcos.

BB efore I came to RTR, I didn't have the chance to efore I came to RTR, I didn't have the chance to 
experience the spirituality of our religion, but after experience the spirituality of our religion, but after 
the trip I finally felt what it truly means to be a the trip I finally felt what it truly means to be a 

part of this beautiful religion.part of this beautiful religion.
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TTA n Y AA n Y A H HO S H iO S H i
rtr feLLow 2017,  rtr 2018 Coordinatorrtr feLLow 2017,  rtr 2018 Coordinator

Tanya Hoshi was born in Karachi, Pakistan and immigrated to Canada when she was 
6 years old. She is a film and web series producer/director based in Toronto. Tanya 
is currently a Producer at Shopify Studios in Toronto, which allows her to travel and 
produce documentaries around the world. Tanya was an RTR participant in 2017 
and returned to volunteer this year as the trip's official coordinator, videographer 
and social media strategist. Tanya was one of the representatives from Canada who 
attended the World Zoroastrian Youth Leaders Forum held at the Asha Centre in 
Gloucestershire, UK. Tanya attended her first Zoroastrian Congress this July in Los 
Angeles, where she made a presentation on RTR.

TT his trip has allowed me to have greater pride in being Zoroastrian, his trip has allowed me to have greater pride in being Zoroastrian, 
which is truly one of the greatest gifts RTR has given me, along with which is truly one of the greatest gifts RTR has given me, along with 
making friends I'll have for a lifetime.making friends I'll have for a lifetime.

SSH E H E R A z A dH E H E R A z A d P PAv R iAv R i
rtr feLLow 2016,  rtr 2017,  2018 Coordinatorrtr feLLow 2016,  rtr 2017,  2018 Coordinator

Ervad Sheherazad Pavri is from Mumbai, India and is an alumnus of the Dadar 
Athornan Institute. He holds a Bachelor's degree in Biotechnology from the 
University of Mumbai. An entrepreneur by profession, Sheherazad is also a practising 
priest well versed in the higher Pav Mahal rituals such as Yasna, Vendidad and 
Nirangdin. He is also actively involved with the Empowering Mobeds Programme 
that works towards the betterment of the priestly class by conducting workshops 
on developing their skills and encouraging youngsters to take up the noble 
profession. Sheherazad was an RTR participant in 2016 and has volunteered in this 
year and last year’s trips. He was also one of the representatives from India who 
attended the World Zoroastrian Youth Leaders Forum held at the Asha Centre in 
Gloucestershire, UK. 

I I have felt prouder about my identity at the end of have felt prouder about my identity at the end of 
every trip. Our youth is our asset to lead the community and must be every trip. Our youth is our asset to lead the community and must be 
mentored in the right way.mentored in the right way.

KKAY R A SAY R A S  i iR A n iR A n i
rtr feLLow 2015,  rtr 2016,  2017,  2018 Coordinatorrtr feLLow 2015,  rtr 2016,  2017,  2018 Coordinator

Kayras is an RTR Volunteer and Alumni. He was born in Abu Dhabi, UAE and moved 
to Canada in 1992 with his parents and younger brother. Kayras is an Advanced Care 
Paramedic by profession. For the last decade, Kayras has been an active volunteer 
with local and international Zoroastrian community affairs. He got engaged to his 
fiancé (an RTR alumni) during RTR 2017 and got married in New Zealand in 2019.
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RR TR is a spiritual, educational and worthwhile experience. After TR is a spiritual, educational and worthwhile experience. After 
four trips, my sense of understanding has grown substantially since four trips, my sense of understanding has grown substantially since 
2015! Revisiting the programme annually is not just to participate as 2015! Revisiting the programme annually is not just to participate as 

a volunteer, but also to have a constant refresher on everything I need to a volunteer, but also to have a constant refresher on everything I need to 
know about our religion. I will have a family in the very near future and I know about our religion. I will have a family in the very near future and I 
want to be able to educate my children accurately on what I know. Every want to be able to educate my children accurately on what I know. Every 
time I attend a trip, it always leaves a positive impact on me, and this trip was time I attend a trip, it always leaves a positive impact on me, and this trip was 
no different.no different.

zzu B i nu B i n g gH E E S TAH E E S TA
rtr feLLow 2015,  rtr 2016,  2017,  2018 Coordinatorrtr feLLow 2015,  rtr 2016,  2017,  2018 Coordinator

Zubin is a Mumbai-based fitness consultant by profession and has his own 
freelancing fitness training business specialising in pre- and post-surgery 
rehabilitation, special & general population. He also teaches at a fitness institute by 
the name of Exercise Science Academy.

TT his trip has brought me closer to my religion his trip has brought me closer to my religion 
and its spirituality. I am more aware of the great and its spirituality. I am more aware of the great 
history and the sacrifices made by our forefathers history and the sacrifices made by our forefathers 

to keep the religion alive through utmost atrocities, and to keep the religion alive through utmost atrocities, and 
the contribution eminent people from our community the contribution eminent people from our community 
have made for the society and its well-being.have made for the society and its well-being.

ccY Ru SY Ru S  K KA R A n J i AA R A n J i A
rtr feLLow 2017,  rtr 2018 Coordinatorrtr feLLow 2017,  rtr 2018 Coordinator

Cyrus is from Karachi, Pakistan, where he completed his Bachelor's in Science in the 
field of Media Sciences, majoring in Advertising and minoring in Film Making. He is 
currently an Art Director for Print and Visual designs, along with film and scripting.

RR TR is an eye opener to Zoroastrian culture and TR is an eye opener to Zoroastrian culture and 
allows you to meet Zoroastrians from around the allows you to meet Zoroastrians from around the 
world. The trip helps you discover who you are, world. The trip helps you discover who you are, 

and hence tends to be a journey of self-development.and hence tends to be a journey of self-development.
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AAB A nB A n m mA R K E RA R K E R K KA B R A J iA B R A J i  
Co-Chair,  return to roots PrograMCo-Chair,  return to roots PrograM

Aban Marker-Kabraji hails from Quetta, Pakistan and currently resides in Bangkok, 
Thailand where she heads the International Union for the Conservation of Nature as its  
Regional Director, Asia. 

Aban has been honoured with several distinguished awards. She received the Order of 
the Golden Ark by the Grand Master of the Order, His Royal Highness Prince Bernhard 
of the Netherlands, and the Tamgha-i-Imtiaz (Medal of Excellence) by the Government of 
Pakistan for her contribution and dedication to nature conservation. 

She is also a Yale University McCluskey Fellow. She has authored and co-authored a number of publications on conservation 
strategies, the environment and security and conflict prevention. She is married, has three children and loves dogs.

ddRR.  S.  SH E R n A zH E R n A z c cA m AA m A
Co-Chair,  return to roots PrograMCo-Chair,  return to roots PrograM

Shernaz is an Associate Professor at Lady Shri Ram College, Delhi University. Shernaz has 
edited and authored several books and has assisted international senior scholars in their 
research projects on Zoroastrianism. 

As honorary Director of UNESCO Parzor, she guides research in Zoroastrian culture 
and demography. Shernaz has been awarded the Mazda Education Foundation Award and 
Mancherji Edalji Joshi Memorial Award for Outstanding Contribution to the Zoroastrian 
community. 

She was Co-Curator of the SOAS Everlasting Flame exhibition for India 2016 and 
Coordinator for the National Everlasting Flame Parsi Programme. She is also the 
National Coordinator of the Government of India’s Jiyo Parsi programme.

AAR z A nR z A n S SA mA m W WA d i AA d i A
PrograM direCtor,  return to roots PrograMPrograM direCtor,  return to roots PrograM

Arzan is a licensed architect and practices as an architect and urban designer in New York City, where he currently lives. 
Along with his architectural practice, Arzan also runs a technology consulting business providing complete solutions to the 
CAD and BIM industry. 

Arzan has been involved with the Return to Roots programme since its inception and as 
Program Director he oversees all aspects of the running of each trip and the overall RTR 
Program.

Arzan is a board member of the Zoroastrian Association of Greater New York (ZAGNY). 
In May 2016, Arzan was elected as the Vice-President of the Federation of Zoroastrian 
Associations of North America (FEZANA) and continues to serve as committee chair on 
various FEZANA committees. 

Arzan is the founder editor of Parsi Khabar (www.parsikhabar.net), an online portal about 
Parsis.
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POST TRIPPOST TRIP
UPDATESUPDATES

Upon their return to their communities, each of the Fellows has brought back their Return to Roots experience. We 
are still finding ways to share what we learned but we have already done the following:

Khushnuma Driver (RTR Fellow 2018) made a presentation about RTR at the 2019 FEZANA AGM in Orlando. 

Kayras Irani (RTR Fellow 2015) got married to Sanaya Master (RTR Fellow 2017) in New Zealand on April 6th, 2019 
and the wedding ceremony was performed by Ervad Sheherazad Pavri (RTR Fellow 2016).

Parshan Khosravi (RTR Fellow 2017) was the Chair of the recently concluded 7th World Zoroastrian Youth Congress 
in Los Angeles. He was joined by Anahita Hormozdyari (RTR Fellow 2017) as Vice-Chair and Khodarahm Partovi (RTR 
Fellow 2017) as Treasurer of the 7th World Zoroastrian Youth Congress.

Tanya Hoshi (RTR Fellow 2017), Kayras Irani (RTR Fellow 2015) and Sheherazad Pavri (RTR Fellow 2017) made a 
presentation on RTR at the World Zoroastrian Youth Congress in Los Angeles in July 2019. After the presentation a lot 
of the youth attendees reached out wanting more information with the aim of attending the next RTR.

29 of the 81 overall RTR Alumni attended the 7th World Zoroastrian Congress in Los Angeles in 2019. Various alumni 
were speakers, panelists and volunteers. 

RTR’s social media presence in the last year has expanded with over 6000 followers across platforms. 

A new film on the last RTR trip debuted at the 7th World Zoroastrian Youth Congress. This was made by RTR Fellow 
& Coordinator Tanya Hoshi and can be viewed here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j2AcXpycpZU&t=5shttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j2AcXpycpZU&t=5s
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OUROUR
DONORS &DONORS &
SPONSORSSPONSORS

 the inCorPorated zoroastrian Charity funds of hong Kong,  Canton and  the inCorPorated zoroastrian Charity funds of hong Kong,  Canton and 
MaCaoMaCao

federation of zoroastrian assoCiations of north aMeriCa (fezana)federation of zoroastrian assoCiations of north aMeriCa (fezana)

worLd zoroastrian organization trust funds -  indiaworLd zoroastrian organization trust funds -  india

KaraChi zarathosti Banu MandaL (KzBM)KaraChi zarathosti Banu MandaL (KzBM)

the hoMMie and JaMshed nusserwanJee CharitaBLe trustthe hoMMie and JaMshed nusserwanJee CharitaBLe trust

the Bhandara foundationthe Bhandara foundation

zoroastrian assoCiation of greater new yorK (zagny)zoroastrian assoCiation of greater new yorK (zagny)

zoroastrian assoCiation of CaLifornia (zaC)zoroastrian assoCiation of CaLifornia (zaC)

BB traVeL exPertsBB traVeL exPerts

dr.  Pouran rostaMiandr. Pouran rostaMian
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THE 6T H RE T U R N TO RO O T S TR I P  TO IN D I A IS THE 6T H RE T U R N TO RO O T S TR I P  TO IN D I A IS 
Sc H E D U l E D f O R MA R c H 2020Sc H E D U l E D f O R MA R c H 2020

TI l l TH E N . . . . .cH E E R S  !TI l l  TH E N . . . . .cH E E R S  !
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